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Abstract--- Introduction: Photoneutron produced during
radiotherapy treatment was measured and the possibility for the
radiation yield by the (n, p) reaction within the body was
calculated.
Materials and Methods: Photoneutron spectrum was measured
using Columbia Resin (CR 39) film from a Siemens Primus Plus
Linear accelerator and the possibility for the radiation yield by
the (n, p) reaction within the body was calculated during
radiotherapy treatment.
Results--- The photoneutron spectrum was measured with CR
39 SSNTD and automatic track counting software. The
interaction cross section for the (n,p) reaction for each energy
and element were determined and radiation yield was
calculated.For hydrogen, there is no (n,p) reaction. The (n,p)
reaction is absent in C12for neutron of energy below 13.5 MeV.
Oxygen has (n,p) reaction above 10 MeV. Nitrogen has a low
threshold and there is no threshold for potassium and calcium.
Conclusion--- From the result, it is clear that (n, p) reactions
are significant and even though the dose from these reactions is
low, the impact will be severe due to the high LET nature of
proton. The data can be used to minimize the photoneutron
production during the radiotherapy treatment in the future. The
outcome of the work indicates the importance of photoneutron
transport and dose deposition to be included in the treatment
planning algorithm.
Keywords--- Columbia Resin-39 Detector, Medical Linear
Accelerator, Photoneutron Tracks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is well accepted that medical linear accelerators
produce photo-neutrons having energy range from thermal
to fast neutron energies [1]. The peak energy of the neutrons
producing in a particular energy mode is expressed as E maxEn, where Emaxis the peak photon energy and En is the
neutron separation energy of the target. The output neutron
spectrum is dependent upon the relative yield of the neutron
producing channels, the energy of the photon projectile and
resonances in the channels. These unwanted neutrons are
contaminating the treatment photon field and producing an
excess dose to the patient [2]. It is well understood that the
radiobiological effectiveness substantially higher than
photons [3]. Therefore a small number of neutrons can lead
to a non-negligible dose component. The isotope formed
during the (n, p) reactions are radioactive. Among these,
some are short-lived but not all. These radioactive isotopes
decay by beta and gamma emission and expose further dose
to the patient. The chances of potential hazard by the longlived isotope to the personnel cannot be neglected [4].The
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electron contamination associated with photons also causes
severe effects [5].
Present neutron dosimetry trends are based on the LiFTLD chips, CR-39 Bulk etch based dosimetry and BF3
counters which are strictly relative dosimetry standards[6,
7]. This requires a standard neuron field is present. In any of
these relative dosimetry trends, the measurement will be
accurate only if the neutron spectrum is just alike to the
calibration spectrum. Because of the difference in neutron
spectra generated from each machine, a spectroscopy-based
method is required for the absolute neutron dosimetry. But
the active neutron spectrometers like NE213- Liquid
Scintillator, Anthracene based plastic scintillators etc. are
sensitive to photons which will suppress the neutron
spectroscopic information. Therefore it demands a
spectrometry method which is irrespective of photons. This
leads to the use of a passive neutron spectroscopy method
based on SSNTD and from the measured spectrum the dose
is measured through the well-accepted kerma method [8, 9].
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The neutron energy spectrum was measured using CR-39
SSNTD. The CR39 SSNTD used in this work was a 250 µm
thick film and density 1.3 g/cc[10]. The film was cut into a
dimension of 1cm*1cm using a diamond cutter. The film
was given an identification tag for future reference. The film
was placed on the patient 5cm top from the anterior field
edge (Figure 1). The patient was treated with 3DCRT with
box field (four fields) technique with 15MV energy used to
deliver 200cGy. Thermoplastic material was used as
immobilization device.

Figure 1: Irradiation set up
The exposed SSNTD was etched in 6N NaOH, for 6Hrs
at 600 C constant temperature. The image of the film was
captured with a microscopein 40X magnification (Figure 2).
This is then analyzed using the TRIAC-2 code, major axis;
minor axis and track angle were obtained[11].
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Proton energy was deduced form energy-diameter
calibration and the neutron energy was calculated, with the
recoil angle deduced for each track [12, 13]. The energy
distribution was made into successive bins of 250 KeV and
the numbers of tracks in each bin were tabulated. The
number of neutrons corresponds to each bin were calculated
with the yield obtained, number of hydrogen targets per cm2
in the CR-39 film and n-p elastic scattering cross section.
The energy versus count of the neutron is plotted using
GNU plot(Figure 3).For a single neutron energy, type of
target atom, and kind of interaction, the kerma that results
from a neutron fluence φ (cm-') at a point in a medium is
given by
K = 1.602 X lo^ (-8)* (φ)* (σ)*(NT) *m^ (-1)*(Etr) Gy
where σ is the interaction cross section in cm'/(target
atom), N, is the number of target atoms in the irradiated
sample, m is the sample mass in grams, and Etris the total
kinetic energy (MeV) given to charged particles per
interaction. K is thus given in rad (or centi grays), and its
value is equal to the absorbed dose D at the same point
under the usual CPE conditions.

Table 1: Total Radiation Yield
RADIATION YIELD FOR (n,p) REACTIONS
(Gy)

C12

N14

0

1.403x
10-6

TOTAL
(Gy)

O16

P30

Ca40

K39

1.526x
10-6

3.79x
10-6

2.104x
10-6

4.126x
10-7

III.

9.23x
10-6

RESULTS

The photoneutrons are recorded using SSNTD films (CR39 films).The energy versus count of the neutron is plotted
using GNU plot. For 15MV photon, we got neutrons of
energy up to 13MeV. From the graph, it is clear that neutron
of lower energy (2MeV - 4MeV) is most abuntant.Attention
was given to study about (n,p) reaction within the patient
body. Patient body is composed of primarily carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, potassium phosphorus etc.
Among this most of the elements have a certain threshold
for (n,p) reaction. For hydrogen, there is no (n,p) reaction.
The (n,p) reaction is absent in C12for neutron of energy
below 13.5 MeV. Oxygen has (n,p) reaction above 10 MeV.
Nitrogen has alow threshold and there is no threshold for
potassium and calcium. The interaction cross section for the
(n,p) reaction for each energy and element was determined
and radiation yield from each element were
calculated.Similarly the radiation yield was calculated for
each element and the total was calculated.

Figure 2: Erched CR 39 Film
IV.

Figure 3: Photoneutron Spectrum
In our procedure, we have averaged the unit volume
throughout the body and taken as per kilogram so the
averaging factor taken in above equation becomes reduced
to
K = (φ)* (σ)*(NT) *(Etr) Gy
The ICRU composition for muscle has been assumed in
most cases for neutron-dose calculations (see ICRU, 1977),
lumping the 1.1 % of “other” minor elements together with
oxygen to make a simple four-element (H,O,C,N)
composition.
The interaction cross section values were obtained for
each energy bin and element for the (n, p) reaction and the
radiation yield were calculated using the above equation [14,
15]. The total radiation yield was calculated by taking all the
contributions from different elements in the body (Table 1).
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DISCUSSION

The work is focused mainly on the (n, p) reactions that is
occurring during the radiotherapy treatment. There may be
also the possibility of (n, ∞) reactions which can also
deposit dose in the patient. The Monte Carlo simulations can
be used for summarising all the reactions that can take place
during the radiotherapy treatment[16,17,18,19,20]. The
present work initially accounts the photoneutron spectrum
using CR 39 SSNTD, and then calculating the
dose
deposited by the (n, p) reactions with the help of interaction
crossection data and kerma equations. The work can be
extended to include thermal neutrons and out off field
photoneutron dosimetry which may help a lot in the future
in the design of dose calculation algorithms.
V.

CONCLUSION

The present work gives an insight into the photoneutron
dose deposition by (n, p) reaction, which is one of the
mechanisms by which photoneutron deposit dose inside the
patient body. The dose deposition by the photoneutrons far
away from the treatment site may cause secondary cancer
induction in the future.
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The different reaction channels responsible for
photoneutron production can be identified from the
spectrum generated using CR 39 SSNTD. The data can be
used to minimize the photoneutron production during the
radiotherapy treatment in the future. The outcomes of the
work indicate the importance of photoneutron transport and
dose deposition to be included in the treatment planning
algorithm.
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